
Dear McKay’s Mill Residents, 

 

We are on day 6 of the neighborhood pool being open and appreciate everyone’s patience and cooperation 

as we make changes for this coming week.   

 

We are trying different things to see what is working and what is not; therefore, it is important that you 

please READ all items and rules below as we are implementing some needed changes.  

 

1. Omnify is the software we are utilizing to help us manage registrations for the pool. You can create 

an account here:  https://mckaysmillpool.getomnify.com/   
 

2. Email: Mckaysgatekeeper@gmail.com for any questions about pool rules, procedures or for 

software issues. 

The rules below will be strictly enforced. Any resident found breaking the rules, trying 

to circumvent the system, or not being neighborly to the gatekeeper, lifeguards or 

others will have access to the pool suspended for 7 days – NO EXCEPTIONS. 

Residents must bring a photo ID and your key card (for opening the pool gate, 
that must remain locked) to pool every time. 

 Accounts: There should be ONE account per address (household).  All residents at the address, who 

want to reserve a pool slot, should be listed on that account.  McKay’s Mill residents are only 

allowed to make one reservation to swim per day.  This allows others in the community to have a 

chance to use the pool. 

 

 Cancellation - If a member of your party can not attend, please cancel them (you must cancel 

everyone INDIVIDUALLY). To do this,  

 hover over your name (upper right corner) and  

 select 'view profile'.  

 Select the drop-down and click on the person's name you wish to cancel (drop down will 

default to whomever set up account). 

 Click 'details' to the right of the date/time slot you want cancel.  

 Repeat for each member you wish to cancel. Unfortunately, you can NOT cancel everyone at 

once.  

 ****For a step by step guide, click here: 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/j21kuswdvodtvro/Omnify%20-%20Cancel%20How-

To%20Guide%20pdf.pdf?dl=0 

 

 Multiple sessions, same day: you are no longer able to sign up for more than one time-slot (on the 

same day). If there are available spots on an upcoming time, you may show up to the gate and the 

gatekeeper will check you in (even if you were there previously that day) after she checks everyone 

else registered at that time to keep the line moving. Please note these check-ins WILL update the 

website in real time.  

 

 Age – Minors 15 or younger, must be with an adult resident, 18 or older with valid id. 

 

 16 and 17 year old residents MUST bring a photo id (required) in order to enter the pool.  They 
many not bring anyone with them except a parent.  16 and 17 year old residents are not 
allowed to watch younger children during this COVID season we are in.  
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 Time Slots – Although the time-periods are 2 hours, please note the actual pool time is 1.5 hours. 

The extra 30 minutes is for cleaning and administrative work.  For example, if you have a 9-11 time 

slot, we will begin check-in at 9 am and you can get your spot on the pool deck set up. At 9:15, the 

whistle will blow allowing folks into the pool. At 10:45, the whistle will blow asking everyone to get 

out of the pool. This gives everyone 15 minutes to exit the pool area before the next group enters. 

EVERYONE MUST EXIT THE POOL AREA – NO EXCEPTIONS! 

 Number per slot: as of June 6th, there are 125 available slots for each time-period 

 Breaks per time-period: the ONLY 10-minute break will be during the 5 to 8 pm time-

period. It will be from 6:50 to 7 pm 

 

 Umbrellas - Starting June 2nd umbrellas will be placed around the pool deck for usage. They will be 

cleaned in between time slots. 

 

 Chairs - There are currently 2 lounge and 2 sitting chairs available for people with mobility issues.  

  

 Waiver - please have your paper waiver signed and with you. If you’ve given us a paper copy of 

your waiver, it is in a binder at the check-in station and can be looked up. 


